Differing patterns of capillary distribution in fish and mammalian skeletal muscle.
The heterogeneity of capillary supply to muscles of different metabolic capacity and fibre size was assessed in slow and fast muscles from a fish and a mammal. The area surrounding each capillary delineated by equidistant boundaries from adjacent vessels, the capillary domain, was derived from morphometric analysis of histological sections. This 2-D integration of intercapillary distances may reveal heterogeneity of supply that is hidden by a global approach, especially when compared with the more usual 0- and 1-D indices of capillarisation. Mean radii of the equivalent Kroghian tissue cylinders (R) and heterogeneity of their lognormal distribution, represented by the logarithmic standard deviation (LogSD), were calculated. In eel slow muscle there was a 35-fold greater capillary density (CD) than fast muscle (698 vs 20 mm-2) although heterogeneity of capillary spacing was similar (LogSD congruent to 0.06). The difference in CD between slow and fast muscles of rat was less pronounced, but there was significantly lower heterogeneity in the aerobic tissue (LogSD = 0.08 vs 0.10) corresponding to a range in domain area of around 350-2300 microns 2 and 400-2900 microns 2, respectively. The overall capillary to fibre ratio (C:F) is inappropriate for sparse networks where many fibres lack direct capillary contact. The cumulative fraction of individual domains overlapping a muscle fibre (local capillary to fibre ratio, LCFR) plotted against fibre area showed the best correlation of any index in all tissue and was strongest in both fish muscles (r = 0.9), indicating a functionally homologous spatial distribution of capillaries with respect to muscle fibres in tissue of widely differing oxidative capacity. These data suggest that maximal oxygen supply to, or metabolite removal from, muscle fibres is not restricted to contiguous capillaries but also involves those remote from the fibre surface.